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Presentation Outline

• The world housing challenge
• The sustainable value proposition of steel housing
• Why residential and what do people think of steel housing
• Living Steel achievements
• Planning for Living Steel II
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The Housing Challenge
Opportunity through need

• World’s resources are already under pressure
• Wealth, land, energy, water, materials

• According to the UN’s 2009 forecasts:
• Population will reach 9.1 billion people by 2050 (>33% increase 

from 2009)
• 70% of people will live in urban areas by 2050
• 82% of people lived in “less developed regions” in 2009
• People living  in the “least developed countries” will more than 

double to 1.7 billion people by 2050
• This means by 2030 we will need 40% more houses and service 

infrastructure than existed in 2005.
• That is a requirement for over 4,000 dwellings per hour for the 

next 21 years
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Why Residential? 
Value of the construction market segments  (USD Trillion)

Source: IHS Global Insight
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Presentation Notes
Residential is a large world-wide market opportunityEstimated at USD 1.8 trillion in 2009, about equivalent to the non-residential marketSteel has a low market share and large opportunity for growth Collaboration can bring about a greater stimulus to market growth for steelThe residential market has declined but is expected to grow in 2010 and stronger in 2011Non-residential decline lags the residential declinePredict 4.9 decrease in global construction spend in 2009Most growth expected in Asia, from 34% to 46% of the world total between 2008 to 2020Market size expressed in 2005 USD



Perception Studies
What do 1820 respondents say about steel housing



Perceptions of Steel in Housing
Ranking of materials

Scale: 1 is worst, 4 is best



Perceptions of Steel in Housing
Cost of construction
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Scale: 5 - Very high cost; 4 - High cost; 3 - Fairly priced;  2 - Low cost; 1 - Very low cost



Living Steel 2005-2010
Indicators of return on investment

• 23,500 Tonnes of new steel under construction or planned
• ~5x in identified sales leads

• €5 million in partnerships for land and housing construction
• Leveraging €9 million steel company investment over 5 years

• € 1.75 million media coverage, including 10x return in 2008
• Increased awareness of steel housing
• 48 competition concepts + ownership of 4 completed designs for 

affordable homes
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International Architecture Competitions
By the numbers

Measure 2006 2007 2008
Locations 2 3 1
Expressions of 
Interest

280 791 1,167

Countries 38 53 75
Finalists 18 18 12
Awards €280,000 €300,000 €260,000
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Competition
Jurors
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Sales Marketing Tools
Creating opportunity in the market

• Website available in 6 languages
• EN, BR, RU, CN, PL, KR
• Links to member websites
• Inquiries for new business
• Search function of member websites

• Newsletter published quarterly
• 3 international architecture competitions 

• Presentations to architects, builders and developers
• Start the conversation with added value offer

• 100+ case studies showcasing steel housing around the world
• Including issues on sustainability, earthquake engineering
• Technical presentations of ‘how-to’

• Seminars and exhibitions
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Demonstration Locations
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The locations noted in orange indicate demonstration projects resulting from one of the Living Steel competitions.  The blue locations show possible locations for demonstrations of affordable steel housing solution for developing economies.



Demonstration Projects
Evolution and steel value proposition for sustainable housing

1st Warsaw cepezed Modular
Flexible

1st Kolkata Piercy Conner Comfort
Value

2nd Wuhan Knafo Klimor Technology

2nd Recife Andrade
Morettin

2nd London Cartwright 
Pickard

Affordable
Social

3rd Cherepovets Stutchbury Extreme
Efficiency

3rd Cherepovets FGMF Flexible

TUP Design
Build 2010

SBS Design
Construction

Construction

Natura Design
Build 2010

Decision
10/2009

Decision
10/2009

Lightweight Itacon Design
Build 2010



Demonstration Projects
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Warsaw, Poland

Cherepovets, Russia

São Paulo, Brazil

Recife, Brazil

Kolkata, India Wuhan, China

Dujiangyan, China

Dujiangyan, China
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Technology

• Earthquake resistant shear plates
• Structural and cold-formed steel frames
• Composite (concrete + steel) flooring
• Sandwich panels
• 2nd façade steel skin
• Roofing
• Durable coatings
• Thermal wall
• Pre-fab construction
• High strength steel
• Building performance study (calculated and measured)
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NovoHouse
Affordable housing initiative

• Concept
 Exploration of using steel to 

develop more sustainable 
housing for low income 
earners in highly populated 
and developing economies 
 Meet social need for quality 

housing
 Demonstrations for 

earthquake recovery 
(Dujiangyan) and slum re-
housing (Chennai)

• Process
 Survey of current low 

income housing near 
Dujiangyan, China and 
Chennai, India
 Literature survey of steel 

housing solutions
 Housing design 

development in cooperation 
with local partners
 Construction demonstration 

houses
 Evaluation and next steps
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Living Steel 2010 - 2015
A modular approach to the affordable housing market

Steel Housing

Awareness

Technology

Supply
ChainFinancing

Motivation
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The concept under discussion for a 2nd Living Steel programme from 2010 takes a modular approach, with each module designed to address the needs of gaining market shareFocusAffordable and/or emergency housing in high growth markets (e.g. Brazil, China, India, South Africa and/or others as may be agreed by the companies)AwarenessEffectively communicating with key audiences to increase awareness of steel as a viable option for housingTechnologyPartner with external advisors to help with new product design and development (e.g. like Posche Engineering for WorldAuto Steel)Supply ChainBenchmarking and assessment of options for greater efficiency and lower costsFinancingBenchmarking and assessment of financing models for affordable housingMotivationStimulating the architecture, engineering and building communities to increase likelihood of specifying steel for housing



Living Steel 2010 – 2015
Next Steps

• October 2009
• Steering Group discussions to refine proposal

• November 2009 – January 2010
• Consultations with companies (both steel and non-steel)
• Identify unsatisfied market needs that are better addressed 

collaboratively rather than individually
• February 2010

• Draft proposal 
• March 2010

• Final proposal
• April 2010

• Decision to participate



Living Steel 2010-2015
Deliverables under discussion

• Target near-term sales growth as well as long-term development
• Sales leads gained through increased awareness
• Selling opportunities with architects, engineers, builders, government
• Benchmark report of existing housing offerings
• New product research and development

• Engagement with product design and development firm
• ‘kit of parts’ product solution

• Product prototyping 
• Intellectual property (e.g. technology, design, branding)
• Exposure to hundreds of thousands of decision makers
• Strategies for supply chain and financing optimisation
• Increased brand value for member companies
• Growth message to the investment community



Steel.  The Strength to Innovate

www.livingsteel.org
www.livingsteel.cn
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